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Facets, trends

- Knowledge
- Embedded software
- Behavioral modeling
- Special requirements for production applications/systems

? Need a (particular) methodology for building intelligent systems

? Need better knowledge (mechanisms) for understanding/representing/processing component behavior

? Need a repositioning on formal aspects for validation/feature interactions/policy conflicts
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What is artificial intelligence?

- It is the science and engineering of making intelligent machines, especially intelligent computer programs. It is related to the similar task of using computers to understand human intelligence, but AI does not have to confine itself to methods that are biologically observable.

“The capacity to learn and solve problems” in particular the ability to solve novel problems, to act rationally, and to act like humans.

Artificial Intelligence build and understand intelligent entities with different approaches.

- **What’s involved in Intelligence?**
  - Ability to interact with the real world to perceive, understand, and act
  - Reasoning and Planning: modelling the external world, given input; solving new problems, planning, and making decisions; ability to deal with unexpected problems, uncertainties
  - Learning and Adaptation: continuously learning and adapting internal models to the environment work.
How much intelligence is enough for the Intelligent Systems?

- Intelligence is the computational part of the ability to achieve goals in the world. Varying kinds and degrees of intelligence occur in people, many animals and some machines.

**Different Types of Artificial Intelligence**

- Modelling exactly how humans actually think
- Modelling exactly how humans actually act
- Modelling how ideal agents “should think”
- Modelling how ideal agents “should act”

"We achieve more than we know. We know more than we understand. We understand more than we can explain."

*Claude Bernard, 19th Century French scientific philosopher.*

- Nature produces intelligence of the brain in a natural way. Science is a product of the brain. Emphasis is on intelligent agents that behave rationally to take the best actions, on average over time, within computational limitations.

- The rapid deployment of sophisticated machines and science in our lives has been nothing short of spectacular. The great successes have made many people believe that machines not only do things to help us, but one day will think for us.
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Formalize and symbolize the Knowledge

- All of the learning about a concrete application field.
  What is it? Why do we need? How do we process?
- In should include: Concepts, terminologies, objects, relationships, govern rules, etc.
- Propositional logic, predicate logic, Semantic-net, conceptual graph, ontological diagram, ...
Efficient Knowledge Representation

- Acquire and capture the knowledge in the specific domains and store them in a certain way.
- Retrieve knowledge in an efficient way and inferring/reasoning to obtain concrete results.
- We should make different activities for the development of a knowledge-based system:
  - Implementation of the structured knowledge into knowledge bases
  - Development of a knowledge-based system structure
  - Acquisition and structuring of the related information
  - Knowledge and specific preferences (IPK model)
  - Testing and validation of the inserted knowledge
  - Integration and maintenance of the system
  - Revision and evaluation of the system.
Conclusions

Can Computers Learn and Adapt?
Without any human assistance machine learning allows computers to learn to do things without explicit programming many successful applications. Yes, computers can learn and adapt, when presented with information in the appropriate way.

Can computers plan and make optimal decisions?
No, real-world planning and decision-making is still beyond the capabilities of modern computers. Exception: very well-defined, constrained problems.

Can we build intelligent systems as complex as the brain?
Building hardware is very different from making a computer behave like a brain. This will have far fewer interconnections, wires or synapses than the brain. With much faster updates than the brain.
Yes, can have computers with as many basic processing elements as our brain, but in specific areas of work.
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scientific field:

gaining information from data.

areas:
• Data Modeling,
• Dynamic Systems,
• Data Mining and
• Computer Vision.

Institute of Applied Sciences (IAF)
Knowledge acquisition flow: Fayyad (1996)

For each process step experts are needed!
Big Data collects (nearly) everything. Does it improve the quality of the knowledge?
Knowledge acquisition flow: fayyad (1996)

source: http://www.emeraldinsight.com/journals.htm?articleid=1567630

What is knowledge?
What kind of knowledge?

What is understandable knowledge?
(symbolic/subsymbolic knowledge representation.
Artificial Neural Network: Distributed knowledge)
Knowledge acquisition workflow

Knowledge: mathematical formulas. (often used in technical domains)

Figure 2. The knowledge acquisition workflow.
Figure 3. The Knowledge Flow.
Discussion / Open Questions:

Why are classical semantic/ artificial intelligence knowledge representations often unsuccessful?

What is intelligence/an intelligent system?
Is an intelligent system a system with knowledge (learning)? Or is it a clever form of using standard techniques?

How can knowledge be extracted from data driven black box knowledge representations
(i.e., support vector machines, neural networks).

In the context of data driven inductive learning:
What kind of knowledge is included in the data?
How can interesting data be identified?
Is the desired process knowledge included in the data?
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Humans acting like Robots/Computers
Versus
Robots/Computers acting like Humans

Picture 1: movie 'modern times'
Picture 2: (human) computers at work
Picture 3: a 'thinking' robot
Picture 4: movie 'her'
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In our manufacturing research, we try to develop a system that could be classified as a MaaS system, where MaaS stands for Manufacturing as a service.

For really intelligent systems, many problems are still to be solved. Some are philosophical, some are social or biological, some are technical. Our own intelligence is quite intriguing!